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Pocket Star. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Mass Market Paperback. 672 pages. Dimensions:
7.5in. x 4.6in. x 1.6in.A Mysterious Plague in the Antarctic. . . A Diamond Empire Run by an Evil
Genius. . . A Devastating New Technology. . . NUMA agent DIRK PITT is investigating the baffling
deaths of thousands of Antarctic marine animals when he stumbles on something even more
chilling. The passengers and crew of a cruise ship all died simultaneously and instantly, leaving
stranded on a remote island whaling station a small party of tourists led by the beautiful Maeve
Fletcher. And the carnage is just beginning, as Pitts investigation leads him to Maeves estranged
father and sisters, owners of the global diamond cartel Dorsett Consolidated Mining. From a
chilling escape at a high-security Canadian mine to a tiny boat adrift on lonely, shark-infested seas,
the ingenious Pitt is racing to thwart Dorsetts ruthless plans -- before an unthinkable disaster
claims millions of innocent lives! This item ships from multiple locations. Your book may arrive
from Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN. Mass Market Paperback.
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ReviewsReviews

It in a single of the most popular ebook. It really is simplified but excitement in the fi y percent from the pdf. It is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Joy Langosh-- Joy Langosh

It in a single of the best pdf. Of course, it can be enjoy, still an amazing and interesting literature. I discovered this publication from my i and dad
encouraged this pdf to learn.
-- Baron Steuber-- Baron Steuber
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